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for best occasions their own distinctive dress, rather than the
smart clothes of the Baquedano, or similar gifts, which were
relegated to every-day service ; I have seen a really beautifully
embroidered underskirt used for riding astride. The native gar-
ment is of any washing material, preferably white for Suridays. It
falls straight and loosely down from a yoke, and is worn unreason-
ably long; the sleeves are made to the wrist, with puffs at the
top (fig. 29). This fashion is said to be common throughout
the South Seas, presumably dating from the first introduction
of clothes by the missionaries.1
School was duly begun, but after a few days the children
, ceased to appear, the master declared he was "not an attendance
officer," and from then till we left, nearly a year later, no school
was held; the last we saw of the blackboard and counting-frame,
they were rotting in a field some two miles off, where they had
been taken by the French marooned sailors for use in some
carnival pony-races. The warship also brought an epidemic of
bad colds: every ship except Mana left some such legacy.
Now that peace was in some measure restored, we set to work
to excavate some of the statues which stood on the slope of the
Raraku mountain. The natives were entirely indifferent whether
they worked or not, but by paying high wages and giving any
quantity of mutton, we were able at this time to get a certain
amount of precarious labour for digging and camp work. The
whole lot, including jny maid-servant, went in for every week-end
to the village, and it was always a matter of anxiety to know
whether they would ever return. Our Sundays were spent
peacefully, doing housework, taking the ponies to water in the
crater, changing their pitches at due intervals, and similar jobs.
We had just begun the week's work on Monday, October I2th,
when word was brought that some steamers had appeared. The
whole of the native staff, of course, at once departed to see what
could be begged from the ships. The vessels turned out to be
* Since writing the above, the following account has been found of
dress at Tahiti in 1877 : " All the women, without exception, have their
dresses cut on the pattern of the old English sacques wont by our grand-
mothers. .;. It is a matter of deep congratulation that the dress in fashion
in Europe at the period when Tahiti adopted foreign garments-should have
been one so suitable/'	-	*	" "
" We may be thankful that Prince Alfred's strong commendation of -the
graceful sacque has caused it to triumph: over all other varieties of changeful
and unbecoming fashion which for a while found favour here."— Cruise in
a French Man-of-war, Miss Gordon Gumming, pp. 299 and 284.

